
ONLINE AND MOBILE FINANCIAL SERVICES
—

PayPal Will Soon Be Free to Work With Amazon and Alibaba. As eBay and PayPal await 
their impending divorce, new filings reveal that the two companies will soon be free 
to do business with their most entrenched enemies. Under an agreement detailed 
in a regulatory filing from eBay, the companies will be free to do business with other 
marketplaces and payment providers. In other words, PayPal could one day come to 
Amazon.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/10/paypal-will-soon-be-free-to-work-with-amazon-and-alibaba/

Jorge Ruiz, managing director, Digital Acceleration Global Program Head, Citi sits down 
with Finextra to talk about the ongoing Citi Mobile Challenge and the development of a 
global ecosystem for FinTech.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/10/citi-looks-to-build-a-global-ecosystem-for-fintech/

In his annual letter to shareholders this week, JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon warned 
investors and those in the banking industry that «Silicon Valley is coming».
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/09/jamie-dimons-annual-letter-to-shareholders/

The CEO of America's biggest bank is worried about Silicon Valley and Bitcoin stealing 
his business.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/10/the-ceo-of-americas-biggest-bank-is-worried-about-silicon-valley-and-
bitcoin-stealing-his-business/

Roberto Ferrari, the General Manager of CheBanca! and Board Member of Mediobanca 
Innovation Services. The bank, based in Milan Italy (where I’m speaking at the 
MegaTrends conference in May) has been recognized on many occasions as an 
innovator from flagship futuristic branches to award-winning banking apps such as 
WOW! What makes innovation in the Italian markets any different to most markets? 
Roberto explains.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/01/an-interview-with-roberto-ferrari-general-manager-of-chebanca/
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NACHA's Payments Innovation Alliance released its report «The Future of Corporate 
Payments», which takes an in-depth look at the impact of new technologies on 
the relationship between companies and banks. Until now payment innovations in 
the corporate world have concerned mainly efficiency and shift towards electronic 
document flow management. However, there are other important issues inseparably 
associated with the introduction of new forms of payments — control, security, complies 
with the requirements of the securities regulators.
https://www2.nacha.org/future-of-corporate-payments

READ MORE

Read in Russian: http://www.paymentcouncil.ru/novosti/nps-dajdzhest/724-budushchee-korporativnykh-
platezhej

Microsoft is preparing to follow Apple and Google into mobile payments, lining up the 
regulatory approvals needed for the launch of a host card emulation-based service. 
Last month the firm showed off the tap and pay mobile payments system for handsets 
running its new Windows 10 operating system at a conference in China. As well as 
support for Secure Element-based payments, it also taps HCE.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/07/microsoft-preps-hce-based-mobile-payments/

READ MORE

http://letstalkpayments.com/microsofts-response-to-apple-pay-samsung-pay-hce/
Read in Russian: http://rebanking.ru/microsoft-gotovit-k-zapusku-sistemu-mobilnyih-platezhey-
konkuriruyushhuyu-s-apple-pay/

Can mobile banking revolutionize the lives of the poor?
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/03/bill-gates-can-mobile-banking-revolutionize-the-lives-of-the-poor/

READ MORE

Read in Russian: http://futurebanking.ru/post/2819

A host of local companies are looking to disrupt the remittance market in Africa by 
undercutting traditional money transfer operators while also offering businesses new 
ways of accepting payments on a continent with low credit card penetration and an 
over-reliance on cash. The likes of Igot, Beam, BitPesa and BitX have spotted an 
opportunity to build Bitcoin businesses in Africa.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/13/how-bitcoin-could-revolutionize-remittance-in-africa/

Shopify has filed an F-1 document, indicating that it will sell shares to the public market. 
The company indicates in the filing that it will raise $100 million in its IPO. However, that 
figure is often given by companies as a place holder. Shopify has raised $122 million 
to date. The company has posted quickly growing revenues, and declining losses in 
its most recent quarter. Shopify provides subscription ecommerce products to small 
and medium-sized business, and also offers support to customers who choose it. Its 
revenue is majority-derived from its subscription incomes. At the time of its last capital 
raise, Shopify was valued at $1 billion.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/14/shopify-files-to-go-public-on-q1-revenue-of-37-3m-and-a-declining-net-
loss/
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Jawbone has announced that its new UP4 fitness tracker which monitors users’ activity, 
sleep, heart rate and also allows payments via American Express. The $200 wrist-worn 
device lets users with an eligible American Express Card connect their accounts with 
Jawbone’s app and tap the UP4 on a store terminal to pay for their purchases.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/jawbones-200-up4-fitness-tracker-lets-amex-users-make-payments/

READ MORE

http://techcrunch.com/2015/04/15/jawbones-new-200-up4-doubles-as-an-american-express-card/

Apple Pay is gearing up to expand outside US borders. According to a report by 
the Wall Street Journal, the company is currently in talks with Canada’s six biggest 
banks (Royal Bank of Canada,Toronto-Dominion Bank,Bank of Nova Scotia,Bank of 
Montreal,Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce and National Bank of Canada) in 
preparation for a potential November launch in the country.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/18/apple-pay-is-reportedly-launching-in-canada-this-fall/

OLD-SCHOOL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS are typically slow-moving giants. And that’s a 
shame, because banks also tend to accumulate deep troves of data on their customers 
that goes mostly untapped. If you’re a consumer looking for an answer to a specific 
question about your finances, tough luck. Your usual recourse would probably involve 
a lot of digging through bank statements and bank website pages, or endless hours 
on the phone with a customer service rep. But as of late, a swell of banking startups 
are seeking to change this — Kasisto, Level and MoneyStream. They take all that 
undifferentiated data tucked into your bank statements, and then, harnessing artificial 
intelligence, transform and organize it into helpful information that people can actually 
understand — and act on.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/15/harnessing-ai-to-make-your-boring-bank-statements-useful/

New online brokerage called Swell. Aimed specifically at millennials, Swell offers 
baskets of stocks with themes like «Improve Education», «Fight Cancer», «Uphold 
Human Rights», and «End Poverty». For a minimum of $250, you can put your hard-
earned dough towards good causes, while hopefully making a decent return at the 
same time (and don't worry, you can be any age). You can put your hard-earned dough 
towards good causes, while hopefully making a decent return. Swell is a partnership 
between Pacific Life, an insurance firm, and Motif Investing, an online brokerage that 
allows people to invest «thematically».
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/15/now-its-easier-than-ever-to-invest-in-stocks-for-social-good/

Acorns, the micro-investment app that sets up a portfolio for you by collecting your 
spare change, has today announced the close of a $23 million Series C financing, led 
by Greycroft Ventures and e.Ventures, with participation from Sound Ventures, Garland 
Capital, and MATH Venture Partners. This brings Acorns’ total amount raised to $32 
million.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/15/micro-investment-app-acorns-raises-23-million-led-by-greycroft-e-
ventures/

Ask most people what the state of mobile payments is today, and they’ll tell you it’s 
just kicking off. With Facebook announcing the option to send money to friends via 
Messenger and the release of Apple Pay last year, 2015 has excitedly been dubbed 
«The Year of Mobile Payments». Yet what most people don’t realise is that these 
services are already lagging 10 years behind. I’m not just talking about Google Wallet or 
Square.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/19/the-year-of-mobile-payments/
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Behind PayPal’s Foreign Assets Violations.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/12/behind-paypals-foreign-assets-violations/

Establishing Trust In The Bitcoin Ecosystem.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/establishing-trust-in-the-bitcoin-ecosystem/

SecondMarket, the secondary transaction manager whose involvement in Facebook’s 
pre-public offering fire sale of shares arguably hurt the social network’s eventual initial 
offering, is now launching a new product to put more control over secondary sales in 
the hands of startups. With private companies staying off the public boards longer and 
valuations for later stage rounds climbing, an increasing number of firms are launching 
to invest in secondary sales (sales of shares owned by company employees or 
investors that were distributed as part of earlier rounds or as compensation).
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/14/secondmarket-sets-up-transfer-facilities-for-startups-to-manage-
secondary-sales/

It feels like Number26 opened its doors yesterday, but the young startup just raised a 
$10.6 million Series A round (€10 million) from Peter Thiel’s Valar Ventures, with Daniel 
S. Aegerter and existing investors Earlybird and Redalpine also participating. This 
represents Valar Ventures’ second investment in a European fintech startup — the VC 
fund also participated in TransferWise’s impressive $58 million round.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/number26-grabs-10-6-million-to-bring-its-bank-of-the-future-to-
everyone/

Ripple Labs, which develops a payments protocol for value transfer over the Internet, 
has hired long-time Yahoo executive and former Hightail CEO Brad Garlinghouse as its 
COO. Garlinghouse joins Ripple Labs as it hits around 100 employees, which is when 
startups typically bring in experienced executives to help spur growth.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/ripple-labs-hires-brad-garlinghouse-as-its-coo/

VCs continue to plough money into money transfer/currency exchange startups in 
Europe. This time it’s the turn of CurrencyFair, which has raised a further €10 million. 
The round was led by Octopus Investments, with participation from previous backer 
Frontline Ventures. The Dublin-headquartered startup says it will use the additional 
capital to take advantage of the growing market for so-called peer-to-peer currency 
transfer — as a plethora of startups use technology and lower margins to offer an 
alternative to the banks and legacy FX exchange companies, such as Western Union 
et al. — and to expand the number of currency corridors it’s able to offer. CurrencyFair 
currently focuses on money transfers between the U.K., Europe and Asia-Pacific.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/currencyfair-raises-further-e10-million/

The Coin (promising to let you combine all your credit/debit/loyalty cards into a single 
piece of tech) has delayed for so long that you might have forgotten that you ordered 
one. In November of 2013, the YC-backed company blew past its $50,000 pre-order 
goal in forty minutes, but despite a promise of summer 2014 shipping, the company has 
yet to ship a product that wasn’t in beta. Until today. After a six-month beta program, 
Coin is finally ready to ship a finished product to the 350,000 people who have pre-
ordered in the first two months of pre-order.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/18/coin-the-one-credit-card-to-rule-them-all-is-finally-shipping/
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Turkey is identified as a future «hotspot» for mobile banking, where 65% of smartphone 
owners actively use mobile banking. The United States are ranked second, while the 
Netherlands and Spain are third.
Read in English: http://www.slideshare.net/ING/ing-mobile-banking-2015-report

Read in Russian: http://futurebanking.ru/post/2818

INSpIRASIA
—

Search for business inspiration in Asian creative clusters: Asian creative clusters guide 
from LifePay — «Williamsburg and Shoreditch» in China, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Read in English: http://lifesreda.com/INSPIRASIA.pdf

Read in Russian: http://goo.gl/9iR7f4

Mobile money: why isn't the M-Pesa effect hitting more countries? Access to financial 
services via mobile phones has proven to be a huge boost to development. Why aren’t 
more countries following Kenya’s success? M-Pesa launched in India two years ago, 
but so far it hasn’t had the huge impact it made in Kenya. In September 2014 M-Pesa 
had 370,000 users in India, where Vodafone, who provide the service, has 173 million 
customers.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/mobile-money-why-isnt-the-m-pesa-effect-hitting-more-countries/

BOOM OF FINTECH-ACCERATORS IN SG The Co-Foundry (TCF), a Singapore-based 
venture accelerator and a co-working space, has launched a fintech accelerator, 
together with the Silicon Valley accelerator Plug and Play (PnP).
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/13/co-foundry-plug-and-play-establish-fintech-accelerator/

It was an especially good weekend for the 10 startups who qualified for the 
Startupbootcamp FinTech program in Singapore. During a special event on Saturday, 
the FinTech accelerator chose the finalists out of a selection process that lasted six 
weeks and saw 300 applications coming in.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/13/startupbootcamp-announces-top-10-fintech-startups-to-join-its-
singapore-program/

READ MORE

http://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/startupbootcamp-fintech-announces-asian-fintech-finalists-5047/
http://e27.co/meet-the-10-startups-joining-startupbootcamp-fintech-accelerator-20150413/

Maybank has partnered with venture capital firm 1337 Ventures for a bootcamp to find 
promising fintech startup ideas in emerging markets. Maybank is Malaysia’s biggest 
lender with over 22 million customers across the globe, while 1337 Ventures is one the 
country’s biggest accelerators.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/17/fintech-startups-are-a-threat-to-banks-heres-what-maybank-is-doing/
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Barely five months after raising US$60 million, restaurant finder app Zomato has 
swallowed another US$50 million in a fresh round of funding from existing investor 
Info Edge, a public listed online classifieds firm, among others. Info Edge alone pitched 
in US$24 million. When contacted, Zomato refused to provide further details on the 
funding. This round brings the total funding in the six-year-old company to over US$163 
million. Zomato has a presence in 22 countries, in many of which it is already the 
leading player. It claims to have a user base of about 40 million.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/13/restaurant-classifieds-site-zomato-eats-up-an-additional-50m-in-funding/

Zomato, the online restaurant guide, has acquired MaplePOS, a cloud-based point 
of sale product for restaurants at an undisclosed sum. It has already renamed the 
MaplePOS product to Zomato Base.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/15/zomato-acquires-cloud-based-maplepos-to-move-beyond-reviews/

READ MORE

http://thenextweb.com/in/2015/04/14/restaurant-listings-app-zomato-acquires-maplepos-to-launch-
reservations-and-payments/
https://www.techinasia.com/zomato-acquires-maplepos/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/04/14/zomato-50m-maplepos/

New startup brings P2P loans to Singapore’s small businesses — Capital Match — co-
founders Pawel Kuznicki and Kevin Lim.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/17/new-startup-brings-p2p-loans-to-singapores-small-businesses/

READ MORE

http://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/vc-backed-capital-match-launches-aims-to-make-short-term-business-
financing-simple-by-crowdsourcing-loans-5145/

Philippine startup Satoshi Citadel Industries (SCI) has acquired BuyBitcoin.ph, the first 
Philippine Bitcoin exchange in the country. Founded by Sam Kaddoura, Lasse Birk 
Olesen, James Florentino and Dan Walton in January 2014,BuyBitcoin.ph is a peso to 
Bitcoin ‘over-the-counter’ exchange which allows Filipinos direct access to buying and 
selling of the cryptocurrency. With this acquisition, SCI adds BuyBitcoin.ph to its array 
of products that includes remittance service Rebit.ph, payment processor Bitmarket.ph, 
and order book exchange Coinage.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/14/philippine-startup-satoshi-citadel-industries-acquires-buybitcoin-ph/

READ MORE

https://www.techinasia.com/satoshi-citadel-industries-acquires-buybitcoin-philippines/

China’s wannabe pop stars can now subject their friends to drunken renditions of Jay 
Chou tunes without carrying cash. WeChat, the popular messaging app owned by 
Tencent, announced yesterday it will incorporate karaoke services from inside the app. 
Techweb reports that several karaoke chains spread across China — where it’s know as 
«KTV» — have integrated WeChat into their IT systems. WeChat users can book rooms, 
order food, select songs, and pay for bills all through the app.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/10/chinese-users-can-now-book-and-pay-for-karaoke-sessions-inside-
wechat/

Internet is one of the hottest and the most sought-after sectors in India that saw 
VCs pouring in billions of dollars of investments as of late. The success stories of 
homegrown giants such as Flipkart, Snapdeal, Quikr, Urban Ladder and Ola are 
prompting foreign investors to throw some huge bucks into the market, although many 
of these companies are yet to achieve profit. Last year saw some new VCs such as DST 
Global, Qatar Investment Authority, GIC foraying into the Indian Internet vertical.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/10/meet-the-new-foreign-funds-betting-big-on-the-indian-internet-space
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Singapore’s Parliament has proposed new laws for the regulation of third-party taxi 
booking apps such as Uber and GrabTaxi, as reported by Today Online. The regulations 
in question echo the basic regulatory framework proposed by Singapore’s Land 
Transport Authority back in November 2014. Requirements such as third parties having 
to register with the LTA, dispatch only properly licensed cars and drivers, and disclose 
adequate and timely information on charges and fees, remain. The proposed laws 
outline the relevant fines for any failure to adhere to them. For example, failing to 
register with the LTA can result in a fine of up to S$10,000 (US$7,335) or a jail sentence 
of up to six months. In addition, sanctions of up to S$100,000 (US$73,345) could be 
imposed to any providers who fail to comply with conditions set by the LTA.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/14/singapore-parliament-takes-new-steps-to-regulate-taxi-booking-apps/

Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund Temasek has acquired SVB India Finance, the 
largest provider of debt financing to VC-backed firms in India. The deal is worth INR 
3 billion (US$ 48.1 million). SVB India Finance was established by Nasdaq-listed SVB 
Financial Group as a wholly owned subsidiary headquartered in Mumbai. It gives 
loans to early stage and mid-growth companies in technology, consumer, healthcare, 
and cleantech space. The seven-year-old firm claims of being the largest fund in 
its segment having provided over 75 loans to more than 50 companies including 
Snapdeal, Myntra, and Capillary Technologies. It will now leverage Temasek’s expertise, 
resources, and network to further strengthen its foothold in India and South Asia.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/14/temasek-acquires-svb-india-finance-for-48-1m-to-foray-into-venture-
debt/

Scaling globally from Singapore.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/17/scaling-globally-from-singapore/

Soaring rental and labour costs have pushed manufacturing companies out of 
Singapore and in its place the government of Singapore is nurturing high-technology 
startups to be the next Ali Baba of Asia.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/19/silicon-valley-or-death-valley/

Data from SNL Financial, released earlier this week,showed that Singapore state-
owned fund Temasek Holdings is the single-largest foreign investor in Chinese banks 
amongst the top 25 foreign investors in China.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/temasek-largest-foreign-investor-in-chinese-banks/

The amount of FDI flowing into Myanmar from Singapore has seen a significant 
increase in recent years. Investment by Singapore organisations in Myanmar has 
risen 41.5 percent from 2012, hitting $311.4 million in 2013, with a focus on urban 
development, connectivity and finance, according to Lai Shu Ying, the Southeast Asia 
director of International Enterprise (IE) Singapore.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/13/singaporean-investments-in-myanmar-see-significant-increase/

The insider's cultural guide to Hong Kong: 'Neon, frenetic, always hungry'. From dim 
sum to protest art, pop-up cinemas to the free comedy found on the Mass Transit 
Railway, playwright Jingan Young shows us the city’s hectic streets.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/13/the-insiders-cultural-guide-to-hong-kong-neon-frenetic-always-hungry/
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INFLUENCES OTHER INDUSTRIES
—

According to Techcrunch, Slack, the workplace communication and collaboration 
startup, has raised its latest round of $160M at a valuation of $2.8B. Yuri Milner’s DST 
Global has participated in the round. 
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/used-daily-by-750k-workers-slack-raises-160m-valuing-collaboration-
startup-at-2-8b/

READ MORE

Read in Russia: http://siliconrus.com/2015/04/slack-round/

ETSY BEGAN ITS life as a publicly traded company today, entering a new and 
apparently lucrative era for the online marketplace that once crafted an identity as 
an artisanal alternative to mainstream marketplaces. Shares opened at $31, a huge 
94 percent surge from its initial public offering price. With stock now trading at over 
$34 a share, that values the company at close to $4 billion. The company raised $267 
million in total. For many of Etsy’s 1.4 million sellers and 19.8 million buyers, today’s IPO 
success is likely bittersweet.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/etsys-surging-ipo-shows-losing-your-indie-cred-pays-off/

READ MORE

http://techcrunch.com/2015/04/16/etsy-stock-surges-86-percent-at-close-of-first-day-of-trading-to-30-per-
share/

«Getting There: A Book of Mentors», by Gillian Zoe Segal.
http://goo.gl/678jBh

«MAD MEN» CREATOR MATTHEW WEINER'S REASSURING LIFE ADVICE FOR 
STRUGGLING ARTISTS. IN GETTING THERE: A BOOK OF MENTORS, THE LAUDED 
CREATOR CANDIDLY REVEALS HIS YEARS OF STRUGGLE — AND HIS EVENTUAL 
PATH TO SUCCESS.
http://www.fastcompany.com/3045082/my-creative-life/mad-men-creator-matthew-weiners-reassuring-life-
advice-for-struggling-artis

What Matthew Weiner learned from John Slattery, the ups (Mad Men), the downs (Are 
You Here) and other people's anxieties.
http://www.fastcocreate.com/3044655/an-important-lesson-in-success-and-failure-from-the-man-behind-mad-
men

WOMEN LISTEN TO THEIR INNER THOUGHTS ABOUT WORKING OUT IN THIS NEW 
FEMALE-FOCUSED NIKE AD.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/13/women-listen-to-their-inner-thoughts-about-working-out-in-this-new-
female-focused-nike-ad/

On April 12, 1961, Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin became the first human in space. Turns out 
he also inspired one helluva party. For the last 15 years, space enthusiasts around the 
globe have gathered on or around April 12 for International Yuri’s Night, space-themed 
events featuring a mixture of education, music, cocktails, and costumes.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/15/how-yuris-night-became-a-global-space-party-phenomenon/
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Y COMBINATOR PRESIDENT SAM ALTMAN IS DREAMING BIG. The Silicon Valley 
startup factory that birthed Airbnb and Dropbox has grown even more ambitious under 
its new leader.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/y-combinator-president-sam-altman-is-dreaming-big/

The 108-page report, titled Business Ecosystems Come of Age, suggests that 
everything that has worked for organizations and leaders in the past—rules, best 
practices, business models, mind-sets—is being challenged. Everything must evolve 
to work within an ecosystem. The concept of business ecosystems isn’t new. Business 
strategist James Moore took the concept from botany to business in 1993 at the dawn 
of the Internet age.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/16/a-look-inside-the-new-trends-in-business/

READ MORE

http://dupress.com/periodical/trends/business-trends-series/?id=us:2el:3pr:dup1234:eng:cons:041615:bt15

Gorgeous App Lets Kids Build Their Own Robots. INSPIRED BY LEGO, TINYBOP'S 
ROBOT FACTORY ENCOURAGES KIDS TO DESIGN ROBOTS BEYOND THEIR WILDEST 
IMAGINATIONS. They look like #PayRobots from Life.SREDA VC:).
http://fintechranking.com/2015/04/09/gorgeous-app-lets-kids-build-their-own-robots/

Dazed and Confused magazine wrote about my favourite magazines in school years — 
Ptyuch and OM. It is all about my 13 -17 years.
http://goo.gl/nqGjxn

SOME MORE FEATURED READINg FROM 
LIFE.SREDA VC IN RUSSIAN
—

Analysis of data from social networks becomes an additional way for banks to evaluate 
the potential borrower. What are the rules you need to follow in order to get a loan? 
Western companies have started to use actively data from social networks while 
assessing the creditworthiness of customers for a few years so far. For example, a 
Hong Kong-based company Lenddo has started to issue loans after assessing the 
borrower's profile in social networks as early as 2011. A year later, the German company 
Kreditech started to give small loans, based on the data from social networks and 
analysis of user’s purchases on eBay and Amazon. According to Ivan Tretyakov, general 
director of the analytical agency «Scorista», banks usually apply analysis of profiles in 
Facebook and VKontakte, when other methods don’t bring the expected result. This 
startup was founded in 2013 and specializes in the assessment of borrowers for small 
loan amounts, including the analysis of social networks data. 
http://goo.gl/Y1WYOM

Payments with QR codes are becoming popular in Russia. A number of startups 
allowing online shops and restaurants accept payments with QR codes were launched 
in the Russian market over the past six months. And one of the largest projects — 
PayQR, which has raised $1.5M in investments — is even testing utilities, insurance and 
subway payments. Will it be able to conduct «payment revolution»?
http://rbcdaily.ru/finance/562949994767161
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After longtime discussions, the government has decided on the basic mechanism of 
problem mortgage indebtedness support. Socially vulnerable citizens will have their 
loans subsidized and the government is ready to repay half of the monthly payment 
amount on ruble loans and half of the debt written off by the bank on foreign currency 
loans. According to experts, such a program is more focused on ruble mortgage 
borrowers. 
http://kommersant.ru/doc/2707957

Small retailers need tax relief and exemption from excess government regulation that 
would allow through the development of small-scale trade to create a distribution 
channel for products of small farms and industries.
http://kommersant.ru/doc/2709170

Russian businessmen find it more and more difficult to work abroad. Foreign bankers 
treat them with suspicion — check and double-check payments, ask to prove that 
counterparty is not subjected to sanctions.
http://rbcdaily.ru/industry/562949994783986

The story of how Portuguese colonists have built the Asian Las Vegas, why everyday 
there is something to celebrate there and why on earth thousands of tourists come to 
Macau.
http://www.the-village.ru/village/situation/key-to-the-city/175425-macau

According to Dow Jones, here was a venture boom in Russia in 2012 — the country 
has risen to the fourth place in Europe in terms of volume of investments in high-
tech industries. The triumph didn't last long and in 2014 the Russia's venture market 
decreased by 26%, to $ 480.9 million. Political and economic instability and the 
subsequent devaluation of the ruble led to the fact that investing in Russia has 
become too risky. The valuation of Russian companies in venture portfolios decreased, 
according to various estimates, by 30-100%. Kommersant's Secret of the Firm magazine 
found out where and why private equity funds move from Russia.
http://goo.gl/6X08L4

The payment system RBK Money has not pulled funds to customer accounts for two 
months.
http://siliconrus.com/2015/04/rbk-2month/

icanchoose — CV builder.
http://siliconrus.com/2015/04/icanchoose/

RETAIL BUSINESS 
—

Financial institution: how to teach a child to handle money.
http://www.forbes.ru/forbes-woman-photogallery/lichnoe-vremya/283497-finansovyi-institut-kak-nauchit-
rebenka-obrashchatsy/photo/1
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Analytical agency Markswebb Rank & Report published an annual ranking of 
online banks. Top ten changed much for the past year: TCS Bank, PSB, Life FG 
(Probusinessbank), who else? 
http://rbcdaily.ru/finance/562949994807451

Rural virtual life: who does make money on rural users? 
https://slon.ru/posts/50201

Asian coworking spaces guide: Singapore, South Korea, Vietnam and other countries.
http://siliconrus.com/2015/04/asian-coworking-spaces/

«Kaspersky Lab» has opened a representative office in Singapore.
http://siliconrus.com/2015/04/kaspersky-singapore/

Alexander Galitsky, «In the case of absolute crisis, we will simply withdraw from Russia». 
https://slon.ru/posts/50505

—
Best regards,
Vladislav Solodkiy
Managing Partner 
Life.SREDA VC

+79036761627
vsolodkiy@lifesreda.com
lifesreda.com 
LinkedIn
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